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Presenter
Presentation Notes
District Governor Elect David Egan is keen that we change nothing in the 2018-2019 Rotary Year. To achieve this he has decided to adopt an established business model with a few simple rules The Good to Great approach surprisingly is from Jim Collins’ 2001 book titled “Good to Great”. Collins and his research team identified companies that made the leap from average or worse; to great results - and sustained those results for at least fifteen years.Collins found that there was a set of principles that were common in all of the Great companies they studied.



Level 5 / Servant Leadership

• Serve first
• Build trust
• Live your values
• Listen to understand
• Think about your thinking
• Add value to others
• Demonstrate courage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The book talks about Level 5 Leadership which is Synonymous with Leaders That Serve.While there are many leadership styles that can work. David would like this year to be one of “Service above Self” LeadershipGood to Great identified Leaders that are:Low on Ego, High on DriveHumble and Strong, andAmbitious for the Organisation, Not for themselves



•Get the right people 
•Get the wrong people
•Make sure the right people have the 
right role

First 
who, 
then 
what

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as having a Disciplined Leadership Team, Good to Great is about ensuring All of the Right People are in All of the Right Places It is about making sure the organisation is able to make best use of the knowledge, talents and experience we collectively holdIt isn’t about the Organisation Chart – The Structure Should fit the Talent if you have talented people



Confront the 
Brutal Facts

(without losing faith)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good to Great also demands OpennessConfronting the Brutal Facts they call it – Rotary asks the question “Is it the truth?”Problems are hard to fix if you don’t know what they areFor us it means we need to ask questions and listen to the answers - non-judgementallyWe need to Fix the Problems, Not the Blame, and we should accept thatPeople can be demotivated by us attempting to protect them from problemsPeople choose to be Rotarians because they are self-motivated to serve



The Hedgehog Concept
(a simple understanding)

Set goals and 
strategies 
based on 
understanding 
the answers to 
the hedgehog 
questions

Be prepared to 
say “no” to 
offerings that 
do not fit the 
organisation

Service 
or 

profit?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Underpinning Good to Great’s Disciplined Thought approach is the Hedgehog ConceptHedgehog thinking is about the simplicity of how hedgehogs have survived in their current form for 15 million yearsIt is about organisations answering 3 questions:What can we be the Best in the World at?What do we Care Most Deeply about?, andHow do we Generate the Resources to make it happen?These questions are basic to being a Great organisation



• Focus on the 
hedgehog 
answers

• “Stop doing” 
lists are as 
important as “to 
do” lists

• People have 
responsibilities, 
not jobs

Culture of Discipline
Disciplined people engaging in disciplined thought 
and taking disciplined action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we have the answers to the Hedgehog Question we need Disciplined Action to go from Good to Great.We need to stop doing the things that do not support our Hedgehog ConceptWe need to passionately drive the things that do support it, and We need to be disciplined enough to allocate responsibility and authority, not just jobs



Technology 
Accelerators

• Avoid Fads
• Use to 

accelerate 
momentum, 
not create it

• Pioneer only 
when it fits 
the Hedgehog 
Answers

• Otherwise, 
settle for 
parity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disciplined Action is also about Not Following FadsTechnology should be used to accelerate momentum rather than create itOnly where technology is core to our Hedgehog Concept should we be pioneersOtherwise we should settle for parity with others – adopt when others do - when the technology is tried and testedIt is expensive and time consuming to pioneer technology



The Flywheel

• Single 
direction

• Robust 
starting 
effort

• Cumulative 
drive

• Break –
through

• Maintain 
momentum 
with less 
effort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Flywheel concept in Good to Great is about momentumEveryone must be heading in the same directionTo get new projects off the ground considerable effort is neededOnce “break-through” momentum is reached far less effort is needed and resources can then be put to other important areas (or occasionally the celebration of achievement)It is worth mentioning that this photo is of a Rotary project in South Africa where bore water is pumped by roundabouts in school playgrounds. The children play on the roundabout before school, during breaks, and after school. Water is pumped to kitchens and toilets, and to an outlet outside for use by the community.



Elements of ‘Good to Great’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am committed to the concept of Level 5 Servant Leadership but in saying so recognize I will not always achieve the standards requiredIts about focus on RCA  long term …Club is on a journeyRespect for past -  Peter Neal and Frank O’Neill.Future engaged -  Darcy  I am only here one year“Seeking to understand first” makes barriers disappear and pathways for greatness  open up!“Strength from diverse views”  is crucial …sometimes this has been a challenge!!I acknowledge Barry, George and Darcy have given of there talents freely and Rob Thomas has been a great sounding board.Serving on the Board in 2015/6 will be a great opportunity lead by example in “Servant leadership” ..Lynn Arnold on this and Talent 8/7



Video Servant Leadership 1



Video Servant Leadership 2



How can we use these models to 
assist Clubs achieve more?

Open discussion
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